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1. INTRODUCTION 
Many theorems in approximation theory that are well known for 
continuous functions and that were generalized to some other spaces will be 
shown to have a simple immediate generalization to various spaces. This 
type of extension has already been applied by the author to the 
Landau-Kolmogorov inequality and to a class of inverse theorems (see [S, 
61). Characterization of the rate of convergence of the best approximation by 
trigonometric polynomials in a Banach space on [-rr, X] will be related to 
the modulus of continuity of that Banach space. For approximation 
processes defined by convolutions we see that Jackson-type estimates can be 
generalized. For these approximation processes a Voronovskaja-type relation 
will be introduced that will be easy to generalize. As a result a saturation 
theorem will be achieved. Inverse theorems for a more general approximation 
process than that already treated in [5 ] will be given. 
2. ON TRIGONOMETRIC POLYNOMIALS OF BEST APPROXIMATION 
In this section we denote by S’ the Schwartz space of generalized 
functions on the circle (periodic generalized functions). 
THEOREM 2.1. Let B be a Banach space B c S’ such that 11 f(. + h)l18 = 
II f(.>llB and let E,(f, B) = infTnGB I/ f - T,, lIR where T,, is a trigonometric 
polynomial of order n, then for r > a 
E,(f, B) = O(ndQ) as n-+ co, 
if and only if (2.1) 
11 A; f lie = O(h “) as h -0. 
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Remark 2.la. It is not assumed that ]I A;] f ljB = o( 1) as h -+ co for every 
f E B and of course this is not the case for B = B.V. (the periodic functions 
of bounded variation). However for f satisfying E,(f, B) = O(nma) as 
n + 00 we will have I] A;I f ]I8 = o( 1) as h -+ 0 and more. 
Remark 2.lb. It is not assumed here that all T, belong to B and of 
course this is not the case for B = H, (Hardy spaces) or B the space f even 
periodic functions in L,. However w(x) = j $(x) f (t + x) dx E B for all 
f EB and #EL,[- 7c II , and 4(x) = cos nx or d(x) = sin nx belongs to L I. , ] 
Viewed as a convolution in S’, w(x) satisfies w” + n2v = 0 and therefore 
w = a sin nx +/I cos nx, but a and /I may be equal to zero or some condition 
may connect them. 
Proof: For B as above, then in B*, the dual space, translation is also an 
isometry and B* c S’. For f E B and g E B* we have 
F(x)=(f(x+.),g(.))=(f(.),g(.-X))~f * gEJL[--719~1 (2.2) 
and II F(X., < II f C)llB II g(%. (One could define F(x) = f * g = 
(f (.) . g(x - .)) and require g(- .) E B* rather than g(.) E B*, but this 
would not make a significant change in the proof.) For 1) g Ile, = 1, 
Ilf -Tn/I,<Mn-” implies I] f * g - T,, * g (ILm < Mn-“, and therefore 
)I F- c ]ILm < Mn-*, where c is a trigonometric polynomial. 
IIF- G llL,W-fn-” implies F(x) is continuous. Therefore using the 
theorem for FE C, E,(F, C) < I] F - c ]Ic < Mn-” implies I] ALF II GM, h” 
where M, is dependent on M and a but not on F (see Lorentz [8] for 
instance) and therefore not on g. Writing ALF = (A; f) * g, II ALF 11 > 
I AJ;WI = ICALf, g)l. w e can choose g, (I g, ]le* = 1 such that I(ALf, g,)l > 
1) Af, f I] - E and therefore 11 AL f lie < M, h”. 
Assume II A;I f lie < Mh” for some r > a. Define F = f * g where g E B*, 
and so obviously FE C and for ]I g llB* = 1, II A;jF ]Ic <Mh* which implies 
E,(F, C) Q M, n-= and also [8, p. 921 I] F - 20,,(F) + a,(F)II < 4M, nma 
where o,(F) is the (C, 1) summability of the Fourier sums (using the Fejer 
kernel). We have I(f (.) - 2o,,(f, .) + a,(f, .), g(.))I Q 4M, 12~~ for all 
g E B* and ]I g lie* = 1, and therefore 1) f(.) - 2o,,df, .) + o,,(f, .)I] < 
4M, nPa. We note that 2a2,(f, .) - a,,(f, .) is a trigonometric polynomial of 
degree 2n - 1 and E,(f, B) Q M, n-” where M, depends only on M, and a. 
Q.E.D. 
For functions f, satisfying 
f,(x) = f (0) + t2G,,2 I 1, e’“W) dTy w E L,(--a, fJ> (2.2) 
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and for r0 given by 
(2.3) 
the Bernstein inequality (see [ 1, p. 1401) yields 
and 
INsin a) f;(x) - 4cos a) f&)L < 0 II f, IL Va (2.4) 
IIW a) fb(x) - (cos a) Sb(xK < 0 II f, IL Va. (2.5) 
It is shown in [ 1, p. 1441 that if f, satisfies (2.2) and f, E B, a Banach space 
in which translation is an isometry, then f b and yb belong to B, and (2.4) 
and (2.5) are valid in the B norm. (In [l] the English translation states 
condition (a) “From f(x) E B there follows f(z) E B,,” i.e., satisfying (2.2) 
but Achiezer actually proved the above.) 
A special case is 
where ,D(() E B.V.[- o o ; and the trigonometric polynomial is a special case , ] 
of (2.6). Therefore the following corollary is valid: 
COROLLARY. Let B satisfy /I f (, + h)ll = /I f (.)I1 and f (. + 27r) = f (.) 
and let T,, E B for a trogonometric polynomial T,,. Then TAk’ E B, rLk’ E B 
and 
and II f‘A,“‘(A, < nk II W)/l,. (2.7) 
Remark. The method in the beginning of this section could be used to 
prove (2.7) from its C[-n, rr] counterpart which may perhaps be interesting 
as a classroom note using a different proof for the C[-Z, rr] (see, Lorentz [8, 
p. 391 where the Rolle theorem is used). However, the method in [I] is more 
general. 
THEOREM 2.2. For the Banach space B c S’[--71, n] in which translation 
is an isometry 
E,(f, B) = OWY ifand only if II T?“(f N, = OWa). (2.8) 
where T,, is the best trigonometric approximation to f in B. 
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Proof. For C as well as L, the “if’ and the “only if’ of this theorem 
were proved by Sunouchi [ 111 and Zamanski [ 121, respectively. The proof 
depends only on (2.7), not on particular properties of the spaces, and 
therefore our theorem follows. 
We shall need the following almost trivial lemma. 
LEMMA. Iff, f’ E B, f’ is the weak derivative off in B, and B is given.in 
Theorem 2.1, then 11 A,, f llB < I h I 11 f’ /le. 
Proof: Setting P(x) = f * g, where g E B* and I] g I/ = 1, we have 
Il~,~ll~lhlII~‘Il~ H owever since F(x) = (f ‘(. + x), g(. )) and therefore 
]] F’ ]lLa < I] f' ]I I] g ]] < I/ f’ ]JB, by choosing g appropriately we complete the 
proof. 
We can now generalize Theorem 2.1 and others as follows: 
THEOREM 2.3. For f E B as in Theorem 2.1. 
;ug II A,f llB <M(r) . h’ c (n + l)‘-’ E,,df, B). 
n<h-’ 
(2.9) 
If Cz=, n’-‘E,(f, B) < CO, then fcr’ E B ass the strong derivative off in B 
and 
E,(f @I, B) < M(r) 5 k’-‘E,(f, B). (2.10) 
IGl 
ProoJ The proof does not introduce new ideas but simply uses the fact 
that Tr’ is clearly the weak r derivative of T,, in B. (It belongs to B since T, 
does.) Otherwise the proof is an imitation of Theorem 2.1 and the “classical” 
proofs (see Lorentz [8, pp. 59-611). 
For many variables, that is, on a torus, a similar result is valid. We will 
not elaborate since it will follow earlier comments almost verbatim. 
Remark. For homogenous Banach spaces some of the above is known 
(for example, [lo]). But here the conditions are somewhat more general and 
the proof shorter. 
3. JACKSON-TYPE INEQUALITY 
The space of the Schwartz distribution S’(A) defined on the circle ([--71, R] 
and periodic), the real line, the half-line [0, co), or the Cartesian product 
thereof, all denoted by A, will be our underlying space here. We can define 
L,(f, xl = 1 f (t + x) Q,(t), 
A 
(3.1) 
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where ,u~ is a finite measure. It is obvious that if f E B in which translation 
is a contraction or isometry, L,,(f, x) E B and I( L,(f, x)11, < IP,,I (A) II f lls. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let B, B c S’(A) for which II f(. + h)ll< II f(.)ll (h > 0), 
be a Banach space. (Zn case of a circle the above implies I/ f (+h)ll = II f (.)I[ .) 
Also let L,(f, x) be given by (3.1) then the statement 
(4 Il4hIl,~~h” implies IIL&4 > - tic, >ll, ,< MI 0:: 
implies the statement 
@I IldLf llB<Mh” implies IIUf, ~)-f(~)IIB&M,C. 
Remark 2. la. If A is such that f (x - t) is defined, we can write 
L&i xl = 1 f (x - t) 44) (3.2) 
A 
and (3.2) can replace (3.1). In Theorem 3.1 A,f = f (x + h) -f(x), but if 
L,,(f, x) is given by (3.2) Ahf = f (x + h/2) - f (x - h/2) may replace the 
above. 
Proof. For f E B we define F(x) = (f(x + ‘), g(.)) where g(.) E B*. 
Obviously FE L,(A) and since II AL f llB < Mh”, for II g(.)llB* = 1, we have 
j/ Ai f 11 < Mh* and therefore F(x) is uniformly continuous and 
/) L,(F, x) - F(x)llc < M, a:. To complete the proof we observe that 
1 F(x + t) Q,(t) = J (f (x + t + )2 g(.)) 44l(t) 
= (1 f (x + t + ) &,(t), g(-)) 
and therefore I(L,(f, x + ) - f (x + ), g(.))l < M, a: , Vx. Choosing x = 0 
and II g, /I = 1 appropriately, we have /I L,(f, .) - f (.)li, GM, a: + E for any 
E > 0. Q.E.D. 
4. INVERSE RESULTS 
With L, and B defined in Section 3 we can also get an inverse-type result 
in B to follow from the corresponding result in C(A). 
THEOREM 4.1. For f E B = S’(A), Ilf (. + h)llB & II f (~)II, V’s E B and 
II f (. + h) - f (.)llB = )I A,,f Ile = O(1) h -+ 0+ Vf E B, then 
(a) II L,@ .> - $(.)llc < MC implies II 44 I)(. < M, h” for 4 E C(A) 
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implies 
(b) II L,(f, .I - f(.>ll, > MG implies II 4f IL GM, ha 
where A and L, are as given in Section 3. 
Remark 4. la. Here we required B to be translation continuous. 
Remark 4.1 b. There is no requirement for a Bernstein-type inequality. 
ProojI We follow the same pattern as in earlier sections. 
Remark 4. lc. In [6] Theorem 4.1 is shown to be valid under additional 
restrictions on L,. It is easy to produce examples for which the present 
theorem applies and not the one in [6], for instance any non-positive inverse 
result on convolution or the inverse result for the Fejer kernel. 
5. VORONOVSKAJA-TYPE RELATION 
Let S’ be defined on A (the circle, (-co, co), [0, ao), or a Cartesian 
product of them) and let B, B c S’(A), be a Banach space satisfying 
/I f(. + hII G II f(.>ll and 11 A,,f(.)ll = o(l), h + 0+ for Vf E B. The 
convolution (a(.), f (. + x)) is defined in S’. If (a(.), f (. + x)) E B and 
~,df X) = j f (t + x) 9,(t), we will call 
p; a,(L,U xl - f(x)) = (Q(.), f (. + x)) (5.1) 
a Voronovskaja-type relation. This type of relation is very common in 
approximation theory as we will see in numerous examples. But first we shall 
prove a theorem showing it is enough to prove it for U.B.C.(A) (i.e., 
functions that are uniformly continuous and bounded on A with sup norm). 
THEOREM 5.1. Let L,(f, x) be defined as above and 0(x) E S’, and 
suppose for f E U.B.C.(A) and G(x) = (a(.), f (, + x)) E U.B.C.(A) we have 
(5.1) uniformly for w(G, h) < O(h), 4(h) + 0, then for f(x) E B and 
(Q(.), f (. +x)) E B, (5.1) is valid in B. 
Proof. If (Q(.>, f (, + x)) E B, then for g E B*, ((D(.), f(. + y + x)), 
g(y)) E U.B.C.(A). Moreover since R, f and g are in S’, we have 
((J-8.), f (. + Y + x)), g(y)) = W(z), (f (x + z + .), g(.))) 
and therefore (Q(z)(f (x + z + .), g(.))) E U.B.C.(A). Also since B is tran- 
slation continuous, the modulus of continuity of (52(.), f (. + y + x)) tends 
to zero and for g E B*, 11 g II= 1, it bounds the U.B.C.(A) modulus of 
continuity of (a(z), (f (x + z + .), g(.))). 
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By the assumption of our theorem we have for F(x) = (f(x + .), g(.)), 
II %(L,(F> x) -F(x)> - Q4.h F(x + .>I1 < 6 
for n > q,(e), uniformly for g E B*, ]]g I] = 1. Choosing x = 0 and 
appropriate g, ,,n, 
II %(L,(f, .I - fC.1 - WY), f(. + Y)) < E + El. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 5.2. For L,(f, x) defined as above and Q(x) E S’ and if for 
f E U.B.C.(A) and G(x) = (a(.), f(. + x)) E U.B.C.(A), (5.1) is valid 
pointwise, then f(x>EB and Wt.>, f(, + xl> E B implies 
II %GAf) - f)ll, G M* 
ProoJ The proof follows the proof of Theorem 5.1 but here we can show 
only for F(x) = (f(x + ), g(,)) 
lim a,(L,(F, x) -F(x)) = (n(.), F(x + ,)) 
n-m 
for all fe B and all x 
but not uniformly for all g E B* satisfying ]] g ]/ = 1. Fixing x (say, x = 0), 
we can use the Banach-Steinhaus theorem to obtain our result. Q.E.D. 
Examples of the Voronovskaja-type relation are as follows: 
(a) For B in (5.1) the generalized function a(x) = C&‘(x) where 6(x) 
is the Dirac 6 function occurs, for instance, for positive dp,(x) when 
[ t* dp,(t) = l/a, and s / t (*+’ Q,(t) = 0(1/a,), II + oo. Particular cases are: 
(I) dp,(t) = A; ‘((sin nt/2)/(sin t/2))4, the Jackson kernel; 
(II) dp,(t) = 4 [6(x - l/n) + 6(x + l/n)]; 
(III) the Hirschman-Widder real inversion formula. 
(b) For n variables n(x) = C(c 8*/3x:) 6(x), for instance in case 
L,(f, x) = c, j”““, “’ JToc ew(--n C (xi - Yi)‘> f(x) &l .. dy,. Other 
elliptic operators with constant coefficients can be given (see [7]). 
(c) The generalized function a(x) = @(x). For dp,(x) = n- ‘K(nx), 
where xkK E L, , I x’K(x) dx = 0 for i < k and I xkK(x) =A, then 
lim,,, n”[L,(f, x) - f(x)] --) (A/n!)(fi(,), f(, + x)) (see Shapiro [9, 
P. 311). 
(d) For the circle (a(x), f(. +x)) = y(x) for the Fejer kernel. (Here 
I believe we have to use Theorem 5.2 since the limit is a pointwise result.) 
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(e) Take the kernel K(x)= C/l + ]x/‘+~ for 1 < a < 3 and 
L,(f, x) = Cn I?, K(nr) f(x + I) dt, we have 
ewt x> -f(x)> = c!’ a [f(x+t)-2f(x)+f(x-t)] nl+nt’+a t 1+n 0 l+n l+atl +a dt 
-+C 
i 






using the Lebesgue-dominated convergence theorem 
w>, f(x + t)> = c 1 m f(x + t> - 2f(x) + fcx - t> dt t 1+a 0 
or 
n(t) = c WI + 4-t) - 2&O) 
t 
1ta 
(Here too Theorem 5.2 is applicable but we did not show the applicability of 
Theorem 5.1.) 
(f) For the circle let ] v(k)] < Mk’ for some r and let f(x) - C ukeike, 
(fl(.>, f(x + )) - c ak V(k) eike. Q is a generalized function of order at 
most r + 2. There are many approximation processes that will yield this type 
of Voronovskaja (again a pointwise result). For instance see Butzer and 
Nessel [3, p. 4351 for some examples of this type but they do not call it a 
Voronovskaja since that follows the present observation. 
6. SATURATION CLASS AND SEQUENCE 
The small o saturation result follows without much use of Section 5 or 
other restrictions. 
THEOREM 6.1. For B, B c S’(A), a Banach space satisfying 11 f(.)lj, = 
11 f(. + x)lls and 1) dhf(.)lls = o(l), k -$ 0, Vf E B, from the statement 
(a) II L,(F, .) - F(.)llc = ~(a,) implies F = const; 
there follows the statement 
(b) I( L,(f, .) - f (.)llB = ~(a,) implies f = const. 
Proof. Following earlier proofs we obtain F(x) = (f (x + .), g(.)) = C 
and therefore d,F(x) = 0 for all g E B* and hence A,f = 0 in B. 
For the big 0 result we will use the Voronovskaja-type relation and follow 
a saturation result by Butzer and Nessel [3, p. 5021. We say a generalized 
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function on Q(.) E S’, satisfies condition R (reasonable) if J,,, * R E L, for 
some r where J, = J, * ‘. * J, (r times) and 
J, = ;lhm’ 
! 
O<xi<h, i= l,...,m 
otherwise. 
(Jk E S’ and therefore the above is defined). J, operating on f when m = 1 is 
J,+J=J,*f=(l/h’)~~~~.~~f(x+u,+~~.+u,)du,.~.du,. Since R is 
of finite order, J,,, * Q is locally continuous, but the above requires more 
which is satisfied by R in all the Voronovskaja-type relations in the last 
section. Convolution with J,., was used in many instances (see [2] for 
example). 
THEOREM 6.2. Let B be a Banach space of Theorem 6.1 and let R 
satisfy condition R and for (a(.), F(x + .)) E U.B.C. and FE U.C.B. the 
pointwise Voronovskaja be satisfied with L, of Theorem 6.1, 
then I( a,(L,(f, .) - f (.)/I <A4 if and only if there exists a sequence fk E B 
such that Qk(x) = (a(.), fk(x + .)) E B and 11 #k(.)l18 GM while 
II f/c(.) - f (.>II, -+ 0. 
Pro05 To prove the “if” part we observe 
I %L(fk~ .) - fk(.), g(x + ,)>I + IM.), g(x + .)>I s
Therefore for the double sequence a,(L,(f,, .) - fk(,)) and any x (x = 0, for 
instance) the Banach-Steinhaus theorem applies. 
For the “only if” part we recall Jr,,,k f + f in B and 
GY.1, Jrm * f (. + x)) = (Jr,,,k *G,f(.+x))EB. For gEB*, II g/l= 1, 
and F(x) = (f(. + x), g(.)) we have 
IlW.>, Jr,m * F(x + .))I1 < SUP a, II L,(Jr.,,k * Fv .) - Jr.,,,c * F(,)Il, 
< S:P %ll Jr,llk * (L,(L .) - f (.))II, 
G Sk 4 LAf, .> - f (.>II,. 
Since for a fixed x the above is valid for all g, ]I g I/ = 1, the proof is com- 
pleted. 
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